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ABSTRACT

1

Tiered-memory systems consist of high-bandwidth 3D-DRAM
and high-capacity commodity-DRAM. Conventional designs attempt to improve system performance by maximizing the number
of memory accesses serviced by 3D-DRAM. However, when the
commodity-DRAM bandwidth is a significant fraction of overall
system bandwidth, the techniques inefficiently utilize the total
bandwidth offered by the tiered-memory system and yields suboptimal performance. In such situations, the performance can be
improved by distributing memory accesses that are proportional
to the bandwidth of each memory. Ideally, we want a simple and
effective runtime mechanism that achieves the desired access distribution without requiring significant hardware or software support.
This paper proposes Bandwidth-Aware Tiered-Memory Management (BATMAN), a runtime mechanism that manages the distribution of memory accesses in a tiered-memory system by explicitly controlling data movement. BATMAN monitors the number of accesses to both memories, and when the number of 3DDRAM accesses exceeds the desired threshold, BATMAN disallows
data movement from the commodity-DRAM to 3D-DRAM and
proactively moves data from 3D-DRAM to commodity-DRAM. We
demonstrate BATMAN on systems that architect the 3D-DRAM
as either a hardware-managed cache (cache mode) or a part of the
OS-visible memory space (flat mode). Our evaluations on a system with 4GB 3D-DRAM and 32GB commodity-DRAM show that
BATMAN improves performance by an average of 11% and 10%
and energy-delay product by 13% and 11% for systems in the cache
and flat modes, respectively. BATMAN incurs only an eight-byte
hardware overhead and requires negligible software modification.

3D-DRAM technology, such as hybrid memory cube (HMC) and
high-bandwidth memory (HBM) [20; 25; 38], cater to the growing
demands for high memory bandwidth. Compared to commodity
DRAM (e.g., DDR3 and DDR4 [24; 36]), 3D-DRAM provides 4x-8x
high bandwidth at similar DRAM access latency [7; 44]. As 3DDRAM, compared to commodity DRAM, has limited capacity, both
3D-DRAM and commodity DRAM are likely to co-exist in future
memory systems. We refer to such a system as a hybrid-memory
system or a tiered-memory system. Recently announced products
such as Intel’s Knights Landing (KNL) [43–45] and NVIDIA’s Pascal [39] already incorporate a tiered-memory system design.
In tiered-memory systems, 3D-DRAM is referred to as the near
memory (NM) and commodity DRAM as the far memory (FM).
Figure 1(a) shows a typical tiered-memory system available in commercial products today: a 4x-bandwidth NM and a 1x-bandwidth
FM. The NM in a tiered-memory system can be architected in two
ways; for example, Intel’s KNL configures the NM in either a cache
mode or a flat mode. In the cache mode, the NM is configured as a
hardware-managed cache (DRAM cache) that sits between on-chip
caches and the main memory (FM) [11; 17; 26; 27; 31; 41; 42; 45].
In the flat mode, the NM is part of the main memory and is visible
to the operating system (OS) [2; 10; 13; 14; 22; 32; 35].
Regardless of how the NM is architected, the conventional wisdom maximizes the fraction of memory requests satisfied by the
NM (i.e., the access rate of the NM) [17; 26; 35]. Doing so inefficiently utilizes total available bandwidth in the system. For
example, Figure 1(b) presents an application whose frequently accessed working set fits in the NM and shows a system that employs
the conventional approach: On an access to data in the FM, the
conventional approach always moves the data to the NM, shown
in Figure 1(b), so later accesses to the data are serviced by the NM.
In a steady state, the entire working set is always serviced by the
NM. As a result, the utilized system bandwidth is 4x (only NM),
as shown in Figure 1(c). However, such a scheme under-utilizes
the FM bandwidth. Given that the FM bandwidth accounts for 20%
of overall system bandwidth, the conventional approach does not
optimize for total system bandwidth, which leads to sub-optimal
performance.
As the NM simply offers higher bandwidth, not lower latency,
the performance of tiered-memory systems is determined by the
utilization of system bandwidth. We observe that both system bandwidth and performance are maximized when memory accesses are
distributed proportional to the bandwidth of each memory. For
the example in Figure 1(a), the NM should service 80% of memory
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Figure 1: Optimizing for the access rate versus for system bandwidth. (a) A system where the NM has 4x the bandwidth as that of the FM.
Wset denotes the working set of the application. (b) and (c) Conventional approach that optimizes for the NM access rate obtains up to 4x
system bandwidth (only NM). (d) and (e) Explicitly controlling the NM access rate achieves 5x system bandwidth (NM+FM), 25% higher than
the conventional approach.
accesses and the FM 20% of memory accesses. The observed relationship between access distribution and performance is consistent
with a recent study [1] that uses software modification to enforce
the access distribution. Specifically, the prior study proposes static
page placement strategy, which requires compiler support for profiling and programmer intervention that annotates data structures
of programs. However, the proposed static scheme is sensitive to
the input set of applications and system parameters, so it cannot
distribute memory accesses at runtime. This paper seeks a simple
and effective mechanism that achieves the desired distribution at
runtime without requiring any software support.
Tiered-memory systems provide functionality to move data between the NM and FM (e.g. OS-supported page migration in the flat
mode and cache line transfers in the cache mode). When data move
to the NM, the number of memory accesses serviced by the NM
increases, and the same principle also applies to the FM. Therefore,
if we can control the data movement in the tiered-memory system,
we can regulate the memory access distribution. For instance, in
Figure 1(d), when the NM already has 80% of memory accesses,
if we disallow data movement from the FM to the NM and keep
data that account for 20% of memory accesses in the FM, we would
achieve the desired split of memory accesses that maximizes the
system bandwidth utilization. In such case, the overall system
bandwidth has the maximum of 5x (NM + FM), which is 25% higher
than that of the conventional approach, shown in Figure 1(e).
We leverage our key insight on controlling data movement and
propose Bandwidth-Aware Tiered-Memory Management (BATMAN),
which is a runtime mechanism that monitors memory access distribution and explicitly controls the data movement between the
NM and the FM. We define the desired access rate of the NM as the
target access rate (TAR). TAR is the fraction of memory accesses
serviced by the NM when memory accesses to both memories are
proportional to the respective bandwidth. When the access rate
of the NM exceeds the TAR, BATMAN disallows data movement
from the FM to the NM and also proactively migrates data from the

NM to the FM, which decreases the NM access rate. When the NM
access rate falls below the TAR, BATMAN allows the data movement from the FM to the NM, the same as conventional approaches,
which increases the NM access rate.
To the best of our knowledge, BATMAN is the first study that
maximizes system bandwidth of tiered-memory systems at runtime.
We demonstrate BATMAN in the context of both the cache and
flat modes. In the cache mode, BATMAN monitors the NM access
rate and distributes memory accesses by partially disabling the
cache. When the access rate of the NM exceeds the TAR, BATMAN
dynamically turns off a fraction of the cache sets to ensure that
memory accesses that could have been satisfied by the disabled
cache sets are serviced by the FM. Although BATMAN lowers the
cache hit rate by cache disabling, BATMAN improves overall system bandwidth. BATMAN requires no software support and incurs
an overhead of only two 16-bit counters and a 32-bit register. In
the flat mode, we assume a system that relies on the OS to perform
page migration; BATMAN achieves the TAR by monitoring the
NM access rate at runtime and dynamically controls the direction
of page migration based on the NM access rate. When the access
rate of the NM exceeds the TAR, BATMAN disallows page migration from the FM to the NM. BATMAN leverages the existing OS
support of page migration and incurs an overhead of two 16-bit
counters.
We evaluate BATMAN on a 16-core system with a 4GB NM (4x
bandwidth) and a 32GB FM (1x bandwidth), which is similar to the
configuration of a sub-NUMA cluster (SNC) node of Intel’s Knights
Landing product. In both the cache and flat modes, BATMAN is effective at maintaining the desired distribution of memory accesses
at runtime, while BATMAN incurs only an eight-byte hardware
overhead and requires negligible software modification. On average, BATMAN improves performance for a system that uses the
NM in cache mode by 11% and for a system that uses the NM in flat
mode by 10%. Also, BATMAN improves energy-delay product by
13% and 11% for systems in the cache and flat modes, respectively.
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BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

This section introduces two uses for the 3D-DRAM in a tieredmemory system, analyzes the effectiveness of conventional schemes
that maximize the access rate of the 3D-DRAM, and provides a
quantitative motivation for optimizing for the overall system bandwidth.

2.1

3D-DRAM in a Tiered-Memory System

The recently introduced 3D-DRAM, such as HBM and HMC [20;
25; 38], is an emerging DRAM technology that, compared to the
commodity DDR-based DRAM, offers high bandwidth but has limited capacity and similar latency. Consequently, emerging systems
combine the high-bandwidth 3D-DRAM with the low-cost commodity DDR-based DRAM to form a tiered-memory system. One
key characteristic of the tiered-memory system is the latency of
3D-DRAM and DDR-based DRAM. Although 3D-DRAM provides
higher bandwidth than DDR-based DRAM, recent studies indicate
that because the 3D-DRAM and the DDR-based DRAM use the
same DRAM technology, the latency of 3D-DRAM is similar to that
of DDR-based DRAM [7; 44]. As illustrated in Figure 2, 3D-DRAM
technology, such as HMC and HBM, exhibit similar DRAM access
latency as the DDR-based DRAM, such as DDR3 and DDR4.
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a special malloc() function, such as hbw malloc(), to exploit the
high-bandwidth NM.

2.2

In both the cache and flat modes, many studies tend to maximize the
access rate of the NM, which is defined as the fraction of memory
accesses that the NM receives, shown in Equation 1. The underlyingassumption of prior studies is that the NM has a latency advantage
over the FM. Therefore, the conventional wisdom is to retain as
much of the frequently accessed working set in the NM as possible,
and the effectiveness of the scheme is determined by the fraction
of memory accesses that are serviced by the NM, that is, the access
rate of NM. For example, in the cache mode, researchers propose
mechanisms and organizations that maximize the cache hit rate so
that almost all memory accesses are serviced by the NM [17; 26; 31].
Also, in the flat mode, the goal of many studies is to place or move
all the hot (i.e., frequently accessed) data in the NM [21; 35] and
use only the NM to service all memory requests.
Total NM Accesses
(1)
Total Memory Accesses
As 3D-DRAM simply provides higher bandwidth, not lower latency, placing all the frequently accessed data in the NM does not
necessarily yield optimal performance. Unlike the conventional designs, which evaluates its effectiveness according to the NM access
rate, the key metric for a tiered-memory system is the number of
memory requests satisfied within a time period, or, simply put, the
overall system bandwidth. Higher overall system bandwidth leads
to better system performance. In a conventional approach that
optimizes for the access rate of NM, the overall system bandwidth
is under-utilized and capped by the bandwidth of the NM. Ideally,
to maximize overall system bandwidth and performance, we would
like to use all of the bandwidth available from both NM and FM.
The NM Access Rate =

2.3
Figure 2: A comparison of DRAM technologies: latency (ns) versus
bandwidth (GB/s).

In a tiered-memory system, 3D-DRAM can be architected in two
ways: a hardware-managed cache or part of the OS-visible memory
space [43–45]. As mentioned, we refer to the 3D-DRAM as the near
memory (NM) and the DDR-based DRAM as the far memory (FM).
The first use of the NM is a hardware-managed cache, or a DRAM
cache, an intermediate level between the last-level cache and the
main memory (FM). Although many studies have proposed various
organizations for DRAM cache [17; 26; 27; 31; 42], recent academic
research and commercial products have converged to a directmapped, 64B-line-size, and tags-with-data DRAM cache [11; 41; 45].
This use of the NM is referred to as the cache mode. Alternately,
the NM can also be architected as a part of the OS-visible memory
space, referred to as the flat mode. In the flat mode, the NM and the
FM are exposed as two nodes to the operating system (OS), which
is responsible for managing the data placement in and movement
between the NM and the FM [43]. For instance, the OS provides

Conventional Wisdom: Optimize for the
NM Access Rate

Optimize for the Overall System
Bandwidth

The tiered-memory system utilizes the bandwidth of both the NM
and the FM by distributing memory accesses to both memories.
We corroborate this hypothesis experimentally: As an example, we
study a set of memory intensive STREAM benchmarks [34] on a
memory system whose configuration is similar to that in Figure 1
(4x bandwidth NM and 1x bandwidth FM, see the experimental
methodology in Section 3). As the working set of the STREAM
benchmarks fits in the NM, the baseline configuration services all
memory accesses entirely from the NM (a 100% NM access rate).
We conduct a sensitivity study that distributes memory accesses
to both memories by explicitly allocating part of the working set
in the FM. Figure 3 shows the speedup compared to the baseline as
the the fraction of memory requests serviced by the NM increases
from 10% to 100%. For all systems that vary the bandwidth ratio
from 2X, 4X, to 8X, the peak performance occurs much earlier than
100%, validating our hypothesis that the system optimizing for
overall system bandwidth achieves higher performance.
The maximum performance improvement depends on the overall
bandwidth improvement. When the ratio of the bandwidth of the
3
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Figure 3: Speedup versus the fraction of accesses serviced from the
near memory. Note that peak performance occurs far below 100%
(i.e., the baseline system).

NM to that of the FM is 4x, we get a peak performance of 1.2x,
close to the ideal speedup of 1.25x, which we expect by improving
the system bandwidth by 25% (system bandwidth increases from
4x to 5x, or 25% improvement). A similar observation applies to
systems with different bandwidth ratios; systems with 2x and 8X
bandwidth ratio have the peak performance of 1.45x and 1.11x,
respectively, while the bandwidth improves by 50% and 12.5%,
respectively. Therefore, for a tiered-memory system in which the
FM accounts for a significant fraction of the overall bandwidth,
distributing memory accesses to both memories has great potential
to improve performance.

2.4

Goal: Optimum Split at Runtime

Peak performance occurs when memory accesses are distributed in
proportion to the bandwidth of each memory. When the NM has 4x
as high bandwidth, peak performance occurs when the access rate
of the NM is approximately 80%: The NM services four-fifths of the
accesses and the FM the remaining one-fifth of the accesses. The
same principle applies to the case of 2X and 8X the bandwidth ratio.
This observation that maximum system bandwidth and peak performance occur when memory accesses are distributed in proportion
to the respective bandwidth is consistent with recent studies [1; 12],
one of which is a study by Agarwal et al. on tiered-memory systems
for GPU [1]. The authors propose a static page placement strategy
that relies on programmers knowledge of the data structures in
workloads. However, this study has several drawbacks: First, their
scheme requires software modification. Second, the proposed static
scheme cannot adjust the memory access distribution at runtime.
As the prior work has limited applicability and requires programmer and software intervention, we seek a mechanism that achieves
the desired memory access distribution at runtime without any
software support.
The key insight that achieves the desired access distribution is
the explicit control of data movement in tiered-memory systems.
When data moves from the FM to the NM, subsequent memory
access to the data will be serviced by the NM, which increases the
NM access rate. Examples of such data movement include cache
line install in the cache mode and page migration in the flat mode.
Therefore, controlling data movement can regulate the NM access

rate. To this end, we propose Bandwidth-Aware Tiered-Memory
Management (BATMAN), a runtime mechanism that manages the
memory accesses distribution in proportion to the bandwidth ratio
of the NM and the FM. The desired NM access rate is referred to
as the target access rate (TAR). BATMAN monitors the access rate
of the NM at runtime and controls the data movement to meet
the TAR: When the NM access rate exceeds the TAR, BATMAN
disallows data movement from the FM to the NM and proactively
moves data from the NM to the FM, which lowers the NM access
rate. Also, when the NM access rate falls below the TAR, BATMAN
does not intervene in data movement that increases the NM access
rate. We develop BATMAN in the context of two NM use cases:
first, BATMAN in the cache mode (Section 4) and second, BATMAN
in the flat mode (Section 5). Before presenting our solutions, we
describe our experimental methodology.

3 EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
3.1 System Configuration
We model a 16-core system similar to one Intel’s Knights Landing
sub-NUMA cluster (SNC) node [43] by a detailed event-driven x86
simulator. Table 1 shows the core parameters, the cache hierarchy
organization, and latency numbers, all of which are similar to
the configuration of recent Intel Xeon processors [23]. Each core,
running at 3.2GHz, is a four-wide issue out-of-order processor
with a 128-entry ROB. The on-chip cache subsystem contains a
three-level cache hierarchy with private L1 and L2 caches and an
L3 cache shared by the cores. All cache hierarchies use a 64B cache
line.
Table 1: Baseline System Configuration
Processors
Number of Cores
16
Frequency
3.2GHz
Core width
4-wide out-of-order
Prefetcher
Stream prefetcher
Last Level Cache
Shared L3 cache
16MB, 16-way, 27 cycles
Near Memory (3D-DRAM)
Capacity
4GB
Bus frequency
800MHz (DDR 1.6GHz)
Channels
8
Bus width
64 bits per channel
tCAS-tRCD-tRP-tRAS 36-36-36-144 CPU cycles
Far Memory (DDR-based DRAM)
Capacity
32GB
Bus frequency
800MHz (DDR 1.6GHz)
Channels
2
Bus width
64 bits per channel
tCAS-tRCD-tRP-tRAS 36-36-36-144 CPU cycles
The memory system consists of a 4GB near memory (NM) using
HBM2 technology [25] and a 32GB far memory (FM) using DDR3
technology [36]. As recent specification reveals that 3D-DRAM
uses the same DRAM technology as DDR-based DRAM and thus
has identical no-load latency, we assume the same timing parameters in both DRAM technologies [24; 25]. However, the bandwidth
4

of the NM is higher than that of the FM. In our baseline system,
the NM (4x channel) has 4x as high bandwidth as the FM. Note
that this configuration is similar to one sub-NUMA cluster (SNC)
node in Intel KNL. We present a sensitivity study of the bandwidth
ratio in Section 6. Our DRAM simulator is similar to USIMM [8]
and contains read and write queues for each memory channel. The
DRAM controller prioritizes reads over writes, and writes are issued in batches. The default memory address mapping policy is the
minimalist-open page policy [28], which exploits memory channel
parallelism and also retains the benefits of DRAM page hits. The
policy places a group of four consecutive cache lines in the same
DRAM page and interleaves groups of four lines among memory
channels.
Cache mode In the first use case of the NM, we configure the
NM as a hardware-managed cache that is an intermediate level
between on-chip caches and the main memory. We refer to the
cache as DRAM cache, which is a direct-mapped, 64B-cache-linesize, and tags-with-data cache. The configuration of the DRAM
cache is similar to that in a recent academic study [41] and that of
commercial products [45]. We equip the DRAM cache with a cache
hit-miss predictor. The NM access rate in the cache mode includes
all DRAM cache operations, such as miss- and writeback-related
operations [11]. To optimize for the NM access rate, the baseline
system in the cache mode installs the missed cache lines in the
DRAM cache for future memory accesses.
Flat mode In the second use case, we architect the NM as part
of the memory space. The system exposes the NM and the FM as
two nodes to the OS, which determines the placement of memory
page in and migrates memory pages between the NM and the FM.
In our evaluation, we model a virtual memory system that translate
the virtual memory address to the physical address and uses a 4KB
page size. In this mode, we assume that the OS performs aggressive
page migration that moves a page from the FM to the NM on an
access to a page in the FM (and a page from the NM to the FM if
the NM is full) [21; 32; 35].

3.2

shall see in a later section, the effectiveness of our scheme depends
on the relative size of the application working set with respect to
the NM capacity. Therefore, we divide the SPEC workload into
two categories: Applications whose aggregated working set (for 16
cores) is larger than 4GB are categorized as SPEC BIG; otherwise,
they are categorized as SPEC SML.

Table 2: Workload Characteristics
Category

STREAM

HPC

SPEC SML

SPEC BIG

Name

L3 MPKI

add
triad
copy
scalar
read
hpc1
hpc2
hpc3
hpc4
hpc5
soplex
omnetpp
libq
leslie
astar
milc
lbm
Gems
mcf
bwaves

83
73
71
64
43
82
48
46
43
30
64
50
48
43
25
65
64
53
43
39

Aggregate
Footprint(GB)
3.58
3.58
2.38
2.38
2.38
2.09
1.27
0.72
2.06
1.88
0.84
2.19
0.50
1.22
0.58
6.70
6.23
11.4
18.5
6.61

Workloads

We use Pin and SimPoints [33; 40] to capture a representative
region of one billion instructions from each workload of various
benchmark suites, including SPEC CPU2006 [18; 19], STREAM [34],
and high performance computing (HPC) workloads. We number
the HPC workloads, which represent weather research and forecast
(hpc1), high-performance computing cluster (hpc2), computational
fluid dynamics (hpc3), in-cylinder flow and combustion (hpc4), and
multi-purpose explicit and implicit finite element analysis (hpc5).
We evaluate 20 workloads, including ten memory-intensive SPEC
workloads, five STREAM and five HPC workloads. Table 2 shows
the characteristics of the 20 workloads used in our study. Note that
the working set size is the aggregate size of all 16 cores, which
is observed during the simulation, unlike studies that report the
resident set size (rss) and the virtual size (vsz) for the entire execution of workloads [16; 19]. The L3 MPKI reflects the bandwidth
consumption of evaluated workloads, which is consistent with that
of prior work [16; 34].
We evaluate our study by executing benchmarks in the rate
mode, which executes the same benchmark on all cores. As we

3.3

Figure of Merit

We measure the total execution time as the figure of merit. As
we run the workloads in rate mode, the difference in execution
time of the individual benchmark within the workload is negligibly
small. We normalize the execution time to the baseline system of
the respective modes and report the speedup. Also, as the goal
of BATMAN is to control the NM access rate, we also report the
access rate of the NM, defined in Equation 1.

4

BATMAN IN THE CACHE MODE

The fundamental mechanism of BATMAN is that it explicitly controls the data movement between the NM and the FM and distributes the memory access proportionally to the respective bandwidth. This section examines systems in the cache mode, develops
the fundamental mechanism of BATMAN, and demonstrates BATMAN for such systems, which architects the NM as a DRAM cache
(L4) between the on-chip L3 cache and the memory (the FM).
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Figure 4: Overview of BATMAN for DRAM caches. (a) BATMAN in the cache mode. BATMAN uses two counters to monitor the NM access
rate: AccessCounterCache and AccessCounterTotal. While one access to the NM increments both counters, one access to the FM increments
only the AccessCounterTotal counter. BATMAN selects cache sets as candidates that can be disabled. (b) All pre-selected sets at index lower
than DSIndex are “disabled sets,” which neither incur a tag look-up nor service any cache request. When the NM access rate is greater than
the TAR, DSIndex increases and disables more cache sets. (c) When the NM access rate is lower than the TAR, DSIndex decreases and enables
the disabled sets.

4.1

Idea: Controlling the NM Access Rate by
Partially Disabling the Cache

The mechanism of BATMAN that controls the NM access rate
becomes the regulation of the cache hit rate for DRAM caches. Although other cache operations, such as miss-related and writebackrelated operations, also contribute to the NM accesses [11], the
cache hit rate is a proxy of the NM access rate in the cache mode.
For example, when the DRAM cache has a 100% hit rate, all memory requests are serviced by the NM (DRAM cache), which leads
to a 100% NM access rate. To achieve the goal of regulating the
NM access rate at TAR, BATMAN monitors the NM access rate at
runtime and takes action based on either of the following two cases:
(1) an NM access rate higher than the TAR or (2) an NM access
rate lower than the TAR. In the first case, BATMAN intentionally
lowers the cache hit rate to achieve the TAR. On the other hand,
in the second case, BATMAN uses the baseline mechanism, which
increases the cache hit rate. Therefore, in either case, BATMAN
forces the system to approach the TAR.
One simple way of dynamically regulating the DRAM cache hit
rate is via partial cache disabling. When a cache set is disabled,
memory accesses to the disabled set would miss in the DRAM cache
and use the FM to obtain data. In an extreme case in which all
the cache sets are disabled, all memory accesses would miss in the
cache and rely on the FM for data, which results in both a 0% cache
hit rate and a 0% NM access rate. Therefore, explicitly controlling
the number of disabled sets is the key to controlling the NM access
rate. When the NM access rate is higher than the TAR, BATMAN
disables more cache sets, which lowers the rate. On the other hand,
when the NM access rate is lower than the TAR, BATMAN enables
the disabled sets, which increases the NM access rate.
To convert an NM access to an FM access, memory accesses to
disabled cache sets should not incur an NM access. However, to
maintain data integrity between the DRAM cache and the memory,
a memory access to a disabled set must check the DRAM cache (a

tag lookup via an NM access), ensuring that the most recent copy of
requested data is not in the cache, which consumes NM bandwidth.
To conserve the bandwidth of such accesses, BATMAN supports
the disabling of DRAM cache sets by pre-selecting a subset of the
DRAM cache sets as candidates that can be disabled. With the
knowledge of pre-selected sets, BATMAN avoids the tag look-up
overheads (NM accesses) when memory requests go to disabled
sets.

4.2

Design of BATMAN for DRAM Caches

Based on the idea of cache disabling, we develop BATMAN for
systems in the cache mode. Figure 4(a) presents an overview of
BATMAN for DRAM caches. The key attribute that controls the
number of disabled cache sets is the disabled sets index (DSIndex).
The pre-selected sets at an index lower than DSIndex are the “disabled sets,” which neither incur a tag look-up overhead nor service
any cache requests, shown in Figure 4(b). The pre-selected sets at
an index higher than DSIndex are enabled sets that can still service
cache requests. By moving the DSIndex to different positions, BATMAN controls a fraction of cache sets that remain enabled and thus
the NM access rate. BATMAN regulates the movement of DSIndex
by monitoring the NM access rate and comparing it to the target
access rate (TAR, 80% in our default parameters). We provision the
system to monitor the NM access rate and to increase or decrease
the DSIndex, as described below:
4.2.1 Structures. BATMAN monitors the access rate of the NM
using two 16-bit counters: AccessCounterCache and AccessCounterTotal. While the AccessCounterCache counter tracks the total
number of the NM accesses, including reads, tag look-ups and
writebacks, the AccessCounterTotal counter tracks the total number of accesses to the NM and to the FM. The NM access rate is
the value of the AccessCounterCache counter divided by the AccessCounterTotal counter. When the AccessCounterTotal counter
overflows, we halve (right shift by one) both counters. Figure 4(a)
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Figure 5: NM Access Rate Versus Time. In each figure, the x-axis is the execution time normalized to the baseline, and the y-axis is the NM
access rate recorded per 20-million-cycle interval. We show the NM access rate of both the baseline and BATMAN for three workloads: (a)
copy, (b) soplex, and (c) lbm.

shows the tracking counters and their operations. BATMAN requires only two 16-bit counters and a 32-bit DSIndex, which has a
negligible storage overhead of eight bytes.
4.2.2 Operation. Memory requests are serviced by either the
NM or the FM based on the status of cache set that they access in
the DRAM cache. If a L3 miss goes to a disabled set, a pre-selected
set whose index is smaller than the DSIndex, (e.g., the top request
in Figure 4(b)), the request directly goes to the FM, without the
need for a cache look-up. On the other hand, if a L3 miss goes to
other sets, either normal sets or pre-selected sets whose index is
larger than the DSIndex (e.g., the bottom request in Figure 4(b)),
the request follows a normal operation: It looks up the cache set to
find the corresponding data block. If the request hits in the cache,
the request is serviced by the NM; otherwise, the request goes to
the FM for data and installs the data in the cache.
4.2.3 Regulating DSIndex and Hysteresis. BATMAN continuously monitors the NM access rate by computing the ratio of AccessCounterCache to AccessCounterTotal to determine whether
the NM access rate exceeds the TAR. If the NM access rate exceeds
the TAR, BATMAN increases the DSIndex until the rate is within a
2% guard-band of the TAR. If the NM access rate is lower than the
TAR, BATMAN decreases DSIndex until the rate is within the 2%
guard-band. For a fast converge time, the length of each DSIndex
movement, either an increase or a decrease, is proportional to the
delta between the measure NM access rate and the TAR.1 Before
increasing the DSIndex, BATMAN flushes the sets that would be
disabled because the index of the sets becomes lower than the
DSIndex. Note that the cache flushing overhead includes reading
the data from the DRAM cache and writing the data back to the
memory should the block is dirty.
1We discuss the design of contiguity in disabled sets only for simplicity. In our
implementation, BATMAN chooses the candidates (i.e., pre-selected sets) based on
hashed indexing. That is, only every Nth set is eligible for cache disabling; also, the
DSIndex changes by N on a movement. For the default parameters, we use N=5 in our
design. The advantage of hashed indexing is the reduction of the traversal time, in
which the DSIndex reaches to hot regions of sets that are far away from the DSIndex,
by N times.

4.3

The NM Access Rate with BATMAN

As the goal of BATMAN is to regulate the NM access rate, we
first show the NM access rate of workloads over time during the
execution. We track the NM access rate for every 20 million cycles
and show three sampled workloads in Figure 5. In each one, the
x-axis is the execution time normalized to the baseline, the y-axis
is the NM access rate, and two configurations, the baseline and
BATMAN, are shown in the graph. Figure 5(a) and Figure 5(b) are
copy and soplex, which have an almost 100% NM access rate in the
baseline; BATMAN is effective at regulating the NM access rate at
80%, the TAR. In addition, Figure 5(c) is lbm, with different phases
that have various access rates. BATMAN is effective at adapting to
the phases and maintaining the NM access rate at the TAR.
In addition to the NM access rate per interval, we also show the
average NM access rate for whole execution. Figure 6 presents the
NM access rate for both the baseline system and BATMAN. Recall
that the baseline system has no disabled cache sets and always
installs cache lines in the cache after a cache miss. In the baseline,
the access rate of the NM is 95% on average, with many workloads
exceeding 90%. Workloads with a high NM access rate is consistent
with the reported workloads of Intel Knights Landing [44]. These
workloads have a working set size that is smaller than the NM
capacity, so their working set fits in the NM, which results in a
high NM access rate. In contrast, for workloads whose working
set size is larger than the NM (SPEC BIG), the NM access rate is
not as high. For those workloads whose NM access rate is over the
TAR, BATMAN consistently regulates the rate at the TAR, 80% in
this case. For other workloads, BATMAN has negligible changes
of the NM access rate (within 1%).

4.4

Performance Improvement from BATMAN

Figure 7 shows the speedup of BATMAN with respect to the baseline in the cache mode. BATMAN improves the overall system
bandwidth in two ways: First, the bandwidth of the FM becomes
usable. Second, misses to the disabled sets that would have been
misses in the baseline too would now avoid the NM bandwidth
of miss-related and writeback-related operations. As BATMAN
7
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Figure 6: The NM Access Rate of the Baseline and BATMAN

improves overall system bandwidth, BATMAN provides an average
speedup of 11%. More specifically, for applications whose working
set fits in the cache, BATMAN consistently improves performance
by as much as 23%. In addition, for applications whose working
set is larger than the NM, BATMAN accurately captures and effectively reacts to the phases. For example, for lbm, we observe
that adjusting the DSIndex captures different phases, shown in
Figure 5(c), which results in 24% performance improvement.

5.1

Idea: Regulate Direction of Migration

We apply the idea of BATMAN that explicitly controls data movement to meet the TAR to systems in the flat mode. In flat mode,
page migration, in either direction from the NM to the FM or from
the FM to the FM, is in the control of the OS. In our baseline system,
the OS aggressively migrates a page from the FM to the NM on an
access to the FM (also moves a page from the NM to the FM if NM is
full). To control the data movement, BATMAN adds the constraint
of the NM access rate when the OS is migrating the page because
the NM access rate depends on the direction of the page migration:
Migrating pages from the FM to the NM, referred to as page upgrade, increases the NM access rate; similarly, downgrading pages
from the NM to the FM reduces the NM access rate. Therefore,
BATMAN monitors the NM access rate at runtime and provides the
information to the OS that decides the direction of page migration.
Through controlling the direction of page migration, BATMAN
explicitly controls data movement and enforce the NM bandwidth
utilization at the TAR.2
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Figure 8: Overview of BATMAN in the flat mode: monitor the access rate of the NM and change the direction of page migration

Figure 7: Speedup with BATMAN in the Cache Mode

5.2
5

BATMAN IN THE FLAT MODE

BATMAN works for systems not only in the cache mode but also in
the flat mode. Recall that in the flat mode, the system uses the NM
as part of the memory space and relies on the operating system to
performs dynamic page migration for data locality [21; 35]. Page
migration relieves the system from being sensitive to the initial
placement of memory pages. For example, although a frequently
access page may be initially placed in the FM, an access to the page
transfers the accessed page from the FM to the NM, which allows
subsequent memory accesses to the page to be serviced by the
NM. When the size of the application working set is smaller than
the capacity of the NM, a page migration scheme will eventually
move the entire working set to the NM, thus underusing the FM
bandwidth. Even when the working set does not fit in the NM, the
page migration scheme would move frequently accessed data to
the NM so that almost all memory requests are serviced by the NM.
Ideally, we want page migration for data locality and yet ensure
that the bandwidth utilization of both the NM and FM is balanced
at the target access rate (TAR).

BATMAN Design for Flat Mode Systems

The key idea of BATMAN for flat-mode systems is to regulate
the direction of page migration based on the NM access rate. If
the NM access rate is lower than the TAR, BATMAN upgrades
the accessed pages from the FM to the NM; otherwise, BATMAN
downgrades pages from the NM to the FM. Figure 8 shows an
overview of BATMAN for flat-mode systems. The default system
has a 4x-bandwidth NM and a 1x-bandwidth FM, so the TAR is
80%. We provision the system to monitor the access rate of the NM
and to decide to upgrade or downgrade pages, as described below:
5.2.1 Structures. BATMAN dynamically monitors the fraction
of total memory accesses that are serviced by the NM by using two
counters: AccesssCounterNM and AccessCounterTotal, which count
the number of accesses to the NM and to the system (both the
NM and the FM), respectively. The ratio of the AccessCounterNM
counter to the AccessCounterTotal counter shows the fraction of
memory accesses serviced by the NM. Note that both these counters account for all memory activity and increments on demand,
2 Although we assume an aggressive page migration policy, BATMAN can be applied
to other policies, too. For example, for a frequency-based page migration strategy [35],
BATMAN allows up to 80% accesses to be serviced by the NM.
8

5.2.3 Hysteresis on Threshold. Using a single threshold of the
TAR leads to frequent switching between upgrade and downgrade
modes. When the NM access rate is close to the TAR, the system can
continuously switch between upgrade and downgrade operation.
To avoid this oscillatory behavior, we provision a guard band of
2% in either direction in the decision of upgrade and downgrade.
Therefore, page upgrades occur only when the measured access
rate of the NM is less than (TAR-2%) and downgrades occur only
when the measured access rate of the NM exceeds (TAR+2%). In the
intermediate zone, between (TAR-2%) and (TAR+2%), BATMAN
does not perform either upgrades or downgrades.

5.3

Effectiveness of BATMAN at Reaching TAR

Figure 9 shows the NM access rate for the baseline system with
page migration and BATMAN. In the baseline, all workloads have a
NM access rate close to 100%, even for the SPEC BIG benchmarks
suites whose working set is larger than the NM capacity because
these workloads have high spatial locality within a page. For example, after an accesses to the FM upgrades a page to the NM,
if the next 15 memory references go to other lines in the page,
the NM access rate is as high as 15/16, or close to 94%. For other
applications, as their working set fits in NM, all the pages are transferred to the NM and provides a 100% NM access rate. BATMAN
redistributes some of the memory traffic to the FM, and balance
the system based on the bandwidth ratio of the NM and the FM.
For all workloads, BATMAN effectively obtains a NM access rate
close to the target value of 80%. Thus, our proposed mechanism
of BATMAN is effective at maintaining the NM access rate at the
TAR, with a simple monitoring logic at runtime.

5.4

Performance Improvement from BATMAN

Figure 10 shows the speedup from BATMAN compared to the baseline system that always performs page migration between the NM
and the FM on an access to the FM. BATMAN improves performance of all workloads by an average of 10%. The performance
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Figure 9: Access rate of the near memory. BATMAN enforces the
NM access rate close to the TAR (80%) for all workloads.

improvement comes from two factors: First, for workloads whose
working set fits in the NM, BATMAN effectively uses both NM
and FM bandwidth and thus has higher throughput for those workloads. All HPC, STREAM and SPEC SML (soplex-astar) workloads
belong to this group. Second, for workloads form the SPEC BIG
category, whose working set is larger than the NM capacity, (e.g.,
bwaves-milc), BATMAN reduces the number of page migration between the NM and the FM because BATMAN allows only a certain
number of page upgrades. As page migration consumes significant
memory bandwidth on both the NM and FM, BATMAN helps reduce the bandwidth usage for this group of workloads. Therefore,
BATMAN improves performance regardless of the working set of
the application.
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5.2.2 Operation. On each access, we compute the ratio of AccesCounterNM to AccessCounterTotal, which overlaps with the
memory address translation. If this ratio is less than the TAR, we
want to increase the access rate of the NM: If the memory request
goes to FM, BATMAN upgrades the requested page from the FM to
the NM. Similarly, if the ratio is greater than the TAR, we want to
reduce the access rate of the FM: If the memory request accesses a
page in the NM, BATMAN downgrades the requested page from
the NM to the FM. BATMAN leverages the existing OS support
for page migration between the NM and the FM. Regulating such
downgrade and upgrade operation ensures that the NM access rate
becomes close to the TAR. Note that BATMAN still utilizes all the
memory capacity by downgrading a page to the FM, instead of
evicting it to the storage.

100

Speedup (%)

prefetch, or writeback memory requests. In our design, we use
two 16-bit hardware registers for the counters. When the AccessCounterTotal counter overflows, we halve (right shift by one) both
counters. Therefore, BATMAN requires a storage overhead of only
four bytes (two 16-bit counters) to track the accesses to the NM
and the system.

Figure 10: Speedup of BATMAN for systems in the flat mode

6 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
6.1 Sensitivity Study for Bandwidth Ratio
In our default system, we assume the Near Memory has 4X bandwidth as that of the Far Memory, which is similar to the recent
industry product [43–45]. A recent report indicates that the next
generation of 3D-DRAM provides two lines of products [47]: highend HBM3, which offers as approximately 8X high bandwidth as
DDR4, and low-cost HBM2, which provides as 2X high bandwidth
as DDR4. Therefore, we conduct a sensitivity study by varying the
bandwidth ratio provided by the NM from 2X to 8X. As only the
NM bandwidth changes, we vary the bandwidth ratio by fixing the
number of DRAM channels in the FM and varying the number of
DRAM channels in the NM. That is, for an 8X ratio, the number
of channels in the NM is as eight times as that in the FM. Table 3
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Table 3: Sensitivity Study of Bandwidth Ratio
NM
BW
2X
4X
8X

FM
BW
1X
1X
1X

Utilized System BW
Baseline BATMAN
2X
3X
4X
5X
8X
9X

BW
Increase
+50%
+25%
+12.5%

Shown in Figure 11, when the ratio is 2X, BATMAN improves
performance by more than 30% because the aggregate bandwidth
is as 1.5 times high bandwidth as that of the NM, providing a huge
increase in available bandwidth. When the ratio is 8X, the room for
improvement is small because using the FM bandwidth increases
total bandwidth by 12.5% and provides 9% and 5% speedup for
systems in the cache and flat mode, respectively.

Speedup (%)

40
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Cache Mode
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1.1
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Speedup
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Figure 12 shows the power consumption and the energy-delay
product for the baseline and BATMAN in two modes. Note that
each configuration is normalized to the respective baselines. With
BATMAN, the overall power consumption of the system increases
by 7% and 10% for systems in the cache and the flat mode, respectively. The power consumption contributed by BATMAN comes
from two reasons. First, BATMAN reduces the execution time,
which increases power because the all system activity must happen within a reduced time interval. Second, BATMAN exploits
the FM bandwidth in the system and incurs the active power of
the FM. However, lower execution time reduces energy consumption; BATMAN reduces the energy consumption by 5% and 1% for
two modes, respectively. Also, BATMAN improves the EDP of the
system by 13% and 11% for two modes, respectively.

Normalized to Baseline

shows the comparison of configurations. Notice that when the
bandwidth ratio is 2X, the bandwidth increase from BATMAN is as
high as 50%, which strongly suggests that when the FM bandwidth
accounts for a significant fraction of overall system bandwidth,
we should optimize the system for overall bandwidth, not the NM
access rate.

20

Power

Energy

EDP

Figure 12: Speedup, power, energy, and EDP with BATMAN (numbers normalized to respective baseline)
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Figure 11: Sensitivity to the relative bandwidth of the FM: We
fix the FM bandwidth and vary the NM bandwidth from 2X to 8X.
Each configuration is normalized to the respective baseline. When
the NM bandwidth is as 2X high as the FM bandwidth, BATMAN
improves overall bandwidth by 50% and provides more than 30%
speedup.

6.2

Power and Energy Analysis

We analyze the power consumption and the energy-delay product
(EDP) for both the cache and flat modes. As the FM is based on
DDR3 [37], we use the Micron DDR3 DRAM power calculator for
the power estimation of the FM, and we estimate the NM power
based on Micron 3D-DRAM technology [4]. For the power measurement, we conservatively assume the memory system consumes
30% of the system power and the remaining system consumes 70%
of the system power [48].3
3 For systems that have high memory intensity, the memory system may consume
more than 30% of the system power. Although we conservatively assume 30%, BATMAN could further improve system energy and energy-delay product if the memory
system consumes more power.

7 RELATED WORK
7.1 Bandwidth Optimization
The work that is most closely related to ours is a recent study by
Agarwal et al. [1], who investigate static page placement strategies
for maximizing the bandwidth of a tiered-memory system for GPU
workloads. They provide programmers annotations to the GPU
codes that mark which data structures should be in the NM and
which should be in the FM. They maximize the overall system
bandwidth for systems with static page mapping. Our work differs
from theirs in two key aspects:
(1) BATMAN does not rely on programmer annotations or
knowledge of the data structure of a given program. We
show that explicitly controlling the direction of page migration is sufficient for the desired NM access rate, which
makes our proposal applicable to a wide variety of applications, including those whose source codes may not be
available.
(2) Their proposed scheme is applicable to only systems that
do not perform data migration and would not be useful
for cases when the NM is used as a hardware-managed
cache (Section 4) or when the memory system supports
dynamic page migration (Section 5). However, we show
that BATMAN is useful even if the system is in the cache
or flat mode. Thus, BATMAN , which is applicable to a
10

much wider range of systems, is not restricted to systems
with static page mapping.
We compare BATMAN to the prior work and show the performance in Figure 13. We model a system in the flat mode, and
the baseline is a static page placement policy that places memory
pages in the NM until the NM is full. (This baseline is referred to
as LOCAL in the prior work.) We model the prior work that uses
static bandwidth-aware page placement strategy (labeled Static
BW-AWARE), and BATMAN in the flat mode with page migration.
For workloads whose working set fits in the NM (add-astar), the
performance of BATMAN is very close to that of the prior work (all
within 1%), but BATMAN does not require any software modification. However, for workloads whose working set is larger than the
NM (milc-bwaves), BATMAN significantly outperforms the prior
work for two reasons: First, static page placement is ineffective
when the working set that accounts for 80% of memory accesses
is larger than the NM size. For example, we found that lbm and
Gems have such working set larger than 4GB. Second, BATMAN is
a runtime mechanism that is able to capture phases in programs
and adjust the control of data movement. On average, the prior
work improves performance by 14% while BATMAN provides a
speedup of 29% over the baseline.
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Figure 13: Performance comparison of prior work (labeled Static
BW-AWARE) and BATMAN.

7.2

7.3

In the context of multi-node systems, several page migration policies have been proposed in the last decades to improve the performance of non-uniform memory architecture (NUMA), where the
local nodes are an order of magnitude faster in terms of latency
than the remote nodes [5; 6; 29; 30; 35; 46]. As node traversal incurs a significant overhead in a multi-node system, optimizing the
locality of compute (threads) and data (memory page allocation)
effectively improves performance [30; 46]. However, in the context
of tiered-memory system, all data are in the same node but different
memory component. Meswani et al. proposes a hardware-software
mechanism that tracks the hot pages in the FM and moves the pages
to the NM to maximize the NM access rate. In constrast, BATMAN
optimizes data allocation between two memory components in a
single-node system to improve overall bandwidth. However, the
studies in multi-node systems are orthogonal to BATMAN, and future studies of multi-node systems should account for a multi-node
system, where each node has two memory components.
Other studies propose software optimization that optimizes for
latency reduction in a NUMA environment. Golub and Van Loan
uses cache blocking mechanism to fit the working set size in the
NM [15] , while Blagodurov and Fedorova propose use-level thread
scheduling to align compute and data in the same node [3]. However, in the case of tiered-memory systems with a high-bandwidth
NM, which has a similar latency to that of the FM, we show that
computer and system architects may need to revisit these proposals. For example, although cache-blocking for the NM is useful, an
intentional placement of certain part of the blocked working set in
the FM improves performance.

DRAM Cache

To use the FM bandwidth, Sim et al. proposes mostly-clean DRAM
cache [42], which uses a cache-miss predictor and accesses the
FM in parallel with the cache access. The goal of their work is to
mitigate the high cache-miss latency in case the cache has significant amount of contention. However, as their scheme accesses
both DRAM cache (NM) and the memory (FM) for one memory request, it does not save the NM traffic. In fact, the scheme increases
the memory traffic and consumes more memory bandwidth (two
accesses per request). Thus, their proposal does not increase the
aggregate memory bandwidth of the system. In contrast, BATMAN
avoids the tag lookup when the cache set is disabled and incurs only
one access for each such request, thereby increasing the overall
bandwidth of the system.

CONCLUSION

Emerging 3D-DRAM technology, such as HBM and HMC, provides
as 4x to 8x high bandwidth as the commodity DDR-based DRAM.
The technology is used in tiered-memory systems, in which the
near memory (NM) is a high-bandwidth memory and the far memory (FM) is a high-capacity DDR-based memory. In such systems,
conventional management approaches for tiered-memory systems
focus on improving the number of memory requests serviced by
the NM. However, such techniques under-utilize the FM bandwidth,
especially when the frequently-accessed working set fits into the
NM. We show that system bandwidth and performance are maximized when memory accesses are split between the NM and the
FM proportional to the bandwidth of each memory. To this end,
this paper makes the following contributions:
(1) To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that
proposes a runtime mechanism to maximize system bandwidth for tiered-memory systems. We leverage the key
insight that the control of data movement can regulate
the NM access rate and propose Bandwidth-Aware TieredMemory Management (BATMAN), which explicitly controls
the data movement between the NM and the FM to achieve
the desired NM access rate.
(2) We apply BATMAN to systems that use the NM as a
hardware-managed cache (cache mode). BATMAN tracks
the NM access rate at runtime and disables a fraction of the
cache sets to obtain the target access rate. We show that
11

adjusting the DSIndex at runtime regulates the NM access
rate and also adapts to dynamic phases of workloads.
(3) We also apply BATMAN to systems that use the NM as
part of memory space and migrate pages between the NM
and the FM (flat mode). Monitoring the NM access rate
at run-time and dynamically controlling the direction of
page migration is highly effective at reaching the target
access rate, thus improving performance.
We demonstrate that BATMAN are applicable to systems in both
modes, and our proposed implementation is simple and highly
effective at maintaining the NM access rate at the TAR. BATMAN
incurs a storage overhead of only eight bytes and requires negligible
software support. Our studies on a 16-core system with a 4GB NM
and a 32GB FM show that BATMAN improves performance for
systems in the cache and flat mode by an average of 11% and 10%,
respectively; also, BATMAN improves the system energy-delayproduct by 13% for systems in the cache mode and 11% for systems
in the flat mode.
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